
We are aware that most South African  still do not have

portable water . Over the decades that there have been

many projects, taking water to the people of the

disadvantaged areas.  The Fitting range is a mechanical

system, and thus the ordinary layman has been trained to

install these fittings. Government

has on many occasions made it mandatory for communities

to get involved with installation of fittings, thus empowering

people with skills, and job creation.

Unidelta compression fittings are designed specifically for

connecting polyethylene pipes with an outside diameter from 16

to 110 mm.  They are normally used to convey drinking water

and fluids at pressures up to 16 bar for generic applications. The

quality of the materials used makes these fittings resistant to

etching by numerous chemical substances and to UV-rays. The

Unidelta Universal Fitting can be used

to connect systems using PE metric piping with existing pipes

made of any material, with external diameters of 15-34 mm.

Compression Fittings
Astore Keymak is the only authorised distributor of Unidelta range of
Compression fittings for over 20 years now.  The range is one of the main 4
flagship brands on the company.

This product encompasses our slogan “Driven by quality “
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It is faster to install

It is easier to install, even in difficult working conditions

100% safety that pipe has reached internal fitting stop as it is possible to see it

The best hydraulic seal resulting from the usage of the O-ring typical of the Unidelta

compression fitting that is safely pushed in its right position

The best mechanical seal resulting from the peculiar design and the mechanical pushing

system of the fitting internal rings that allow a perfect grip on the pipe in whichever

condition.

Certification

Fittings - SANS14236 Approved

Advantages of Unidelta – DeltOne series PP Compression Fittings
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